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Abstract: This article studies the consequences of digital surveillance in dictatorships. I first develop an informational theory of repression and co-optation. I argue that digital surveillance resolves dictators' information problem of not knowing individual citizens' true anti-regime sentiments. By identifying radical opponents, digital surveillance enables dictators to substitute targeted repression for nonexclusive co-optation to forestall coordinated uprisings. My theory implies that as digital surveillance technologies advance, we should observe a rise in targeted repression and a decline in universal redistribution. Using a difference-in-differences design that exploits temporal variation in digital surveillance systems among Chinese counties, I find that surveillance increases local governments' public security expenditure and arrests of political activists but decreases public goods provision. My theory and evidence suggest that improvements in governments' information make citizens worse off in dictatorships.

Verification Materials: The materials required to verify the computational reproducibility of the results, procedures, and analyses in this article are available on the American Journal of Political Science Dataverse within the Harvard Dataverse Network, at: https://doi.org/10.7910/DVN/Y8KIUK.

In early June 2013, former National Security Agency contractor Edward Snowden revealed top-secret documents concerning the U.S. government’s surveillance operations. In Western democracies, the Snowden leaks fueled intense controversy among the public and caused a significant retreat in government surveillance. However, in dictatorships where the governments pay less heed to public opinion, courts, and civil rights, digital surveillance has steadily increased in the past decade. Many authoritarian countries have purchased, developed, or enhanced surveillance tools in recent years (Valentino-DeVries, Vo, and Yadron 2015). More importantly, unlike U.S. surveillance that mainly focuses on international communications (Gellman and Poitras 2013), government surveillance in authoritarian regimes primarily targets domestic activity. Why are authoritarian governments so enthusiastic about domestic surveillance? How does digital surveillance influence government behavior and citizen well-being? The rapid rise in digital surveillance, as I show, has implications for our understanding of how dictatorships use repression and co-optation to address the risk of popular uprisings and to enhance regime stability.

Dictators control their populace through repression and co-optation, whereby citizens benefit from privileges doled out by the regime but also are subject to government suppression and even violence (Svolik 2012). Dictators’ strategies to mitigate the risk of popular revolt and maintain regime stability must weigh the costs and benefits of both tools. Though a large body of literature
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1For example, the U.S. Congress passed the USA Freedom Act on June 2, 2015, which significantly curtailed the government’s sweeping surveillance of phone calls and data gathering; on May 25, 2018, the European Union passed the strictest privacy law in EU history—the General Data Protect Regulation.
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emphasizes dictators’ repression-co-optation trade-off (e.g., Frantz and Kendall-Taylor 2014; Wintrobe 2000), few studies have addressed how changes in the informational environment shape this trade-off.\(^2\) The literature on information in authoritarian regimes largely focuses on the horizontal information problem faced by dissenting citizens who do not know each other’s anti-regime sentiment, which prevents them from coordinating uprisings successfully (e.g., Edmond 2013; Kuran 1991). In such settings, communication technologies facilitate horizontal information exchanges, enabling better coordination among citizens (e.g., Edmond 2013). A few recent studies argue that dictators allow vertical information flows through media or multiparty elections to address social grievances and to monitor local officials (Huang, Boranbay-Akan, and Huang 2019; Lorentzen 2014; Miller 2015). However, an important question in vertical information exchange remains unexplored: Dictators do not have refined information on each citizen’s anti-regime sentiment and thus cannot optimally allocate resources between repression and co-optation to deter collective action. This article argues that increasing digital surveillance shapes the repression-co-optation trade-off in substantively important ways by mitigating this vertical information problem, thereby allowing authoritarian governments to substitute targeted, preventive repression for more costly universal co-optation.

All dictators face threats from citizens excluded from power, especially organized opposition groups (Svolik 2012). Even if disenfranchised citizens cannot threaten regime survival, dictators still have an incentive to prevent everyday protests and maintain social order for economic growth so that they can extract more rents from the economy (Pan 2015). Radical opponents—citizens with stronger anti-regime sentiments—pose greater threats to social order than moderate ones because they have a stronger tendency to protest (Lust-Okar 2005) and they are crucial to forming a critical mass necessary for anti-regime mobilization (Oliver and Marwell 1988). In stable dictatorships, large-scale, indiscriminate repression is rare and usually not a preferable option to dissuade mass mobilization in the first place. Ideally, dictators could selectively repress radicals to prevent mass mobilization by addressing threats when the opposition is still organizing collective action (Ritter and Conrad 2016). However, dictators are inherently uninformed. In contrast to democratic leaders, who obtain information about citizens from free speech, critical media, and multiparty elections, dictators face the difficulty of obtaining accurate information about citizens even if they hold elections because citizens have an incentive to misrepresent their anti-regime sentiments when faced with the prospect of repression (Kuran 1991).\(^3\) This authoritarian information problem undermines dictators’ ability to identify radicals for targeted repression. As a result, dictators resort to expensive co-optation policies such as universal welfare provision to prevent moderates from coordinating with radicals to form an organized opposition.

The development of information and communications technology (ICT), especially surveillance technology, alleviates the vertical information problem in dictatorships. ICT facilitates citizens’ digital communication, leaving substantial information in digital formats for governments to access and analyze. For example, the Iranian and Syrian regimes employ an array of digital surveillance tools to spy on citizens, especially those they deem threatening to regime survival (Gohdes 2014; Gunitsky 2015). Chinese government agencies also invest in digital tools to track and analyze online activities to contain threats before they spread (Qin, Strømberg, and Wu 2017). Moreover, recent technology advancements in high-resolution cameras, facial recognition, and big data processing empower governments to monitor citizens and identify dissidents in a timely manner (Liu and Wang 2017). When digital surveillance enables dictators to identify radical opponents, they substitute less expensive targeted repression for nonexclusive co-optation to lower regime survival cost. Thus, as digital surveillance technologies advance, we should observe increased selective repression but less nonexclusive co-optation.

This article focuses on surveillance technology rather than ICT penetration,\(^4\) using China as a testing ground. In 1998, the Ministry of Public Security in China proposed the Golden Shield Project—a digital surveillance system (Walton 2001)—to improve the efficiency and effectiveness of the police. In 2001, the central government approved and started to fund the project, which was then implemented through several phases. The first phase of the project mainly built population databases, ID tracking systems, and Internet surveillance tools. The second phase of the project—the 3111 Initiative—focused on street surveillance camera

\(^2\) See Blaydes (2018, Chap. 2) for a recent exception.

\(^3\) Miller (2015), among others, argues that multiparty elections in dictatorships allow citizens to signal dissatisfaction with the regime. But this type of information is much blunter than information collected in a society with political freedom. Further, many authoritarian regimes, such as China, Saudi Arabia, and North Korea, do not have multiparty elections.

\(^4\) This article considers increases in digital surveillance for a given level of Internet penetration. See Shapiro and Siegel (2015) for an example of how changes in ICT access alter insurgent mobilization and government surveillance together.
systems. Recent advancements on this project started to integrate facial recognition, big data, and artificial intelligence technologies into the system. Due to the central ministry’s phase-in strategy in experimenting with this project, the timing of implementation varied across counties. This variation in the timing allows comparison of counties with and without completed Golden Shield systems, using difference-in-differences (DiD) designs.

Using unique archival data on Chinese county government expenditures and county-level political prisoners, I find that the implementation of the Golden Shield Project increases local governments’ targeted repression, as measured by local public security expenditure and the number of political prisoners. I also find that the Golden Shield Project has a negative impact on government welfare provision, agriculture investments, and provision of other public goods. These findings are consistent with the theoretical predictions that governments substitute preventive, targeted repression for nonexclusive co-optation. The results are robust to lagged dependent variable models that address the endogeneity problem between the local implementation of the Golden Shield Project and a need for repression, as well as matching and trajectory-balancing models that address time-variant omitted variable biases.

This article directly contributes to a large body of literature on repression and co-optation in dictatorships (e.g., Davenport 2007; Gandhi and Przeworski 2006), especially work that focuses on the repression-co-optation trade-off. For example, Wintrobe (2000) presents a general theory of dictatorships that hold power through a combination of repression and loyalty, a concept similar to co-optation. Gershenson and Grossman (2001) analyze the changing mix of repression and co-optation that Soviet elites used to retain power in response to exogenous changes in domestic and international threats. Frantz and Kendall-Taylor (2014) develop a framework to show how co-optation institutions influence different types of repressive strategies in dictatorships. My work differs in two ways. First, I argue that though both repression and co-optation are important tools of authoritarian control, the information requirements to employ common forms of repression and co-optation differ—(targeted) repression requires more refined information. Second, I derive informational conditions under which dictators substitute repression for co-optation.

The theory and evidence in this article address a common phenomenon regarding information and repression in dictatorships. Sullivan (2016) examines police repression in Guatemala to show that when the government accumulates sufficient information about organizers to repress mobilization repeatedly, it can destroy challenger organizations by targeting the clandestine activities; but when repression is directed at ongoing overt challenges, it motivates backlash that escalates dissent. Dimitrov and Sassoon (2014) compare the operation of state security organs in Bulgaria and Iraq and find that, in Bulgaria, massive repression was replaced by surveillance and targeted repression because State Security was able to collect more fine-grained information on citizens. Truex (2019) also shows that the Chinese government strategically anticipates events that create focal points for protest coordination and then uses preventive repression to reduce dissent beforehand. My article contributes to this literature by highlighting the role of digital technologies in selective repression and examining the trade-off between targeted repression and nonexclusive co-optation when governments’ information improves.

This article also contributes to a growing body of literature on ICT and authoritarian survival. Early studies posit that information technologies increase political freedom since they spread democratic values and empower ordinary citizens to mobilize (e.g., Diamond 2010). However, the Internet and ICT also provide authoritarian governments with new opportunities for political control (e.g., Lynch 2011). Authoritarian governments use the Internet and ICT to censor and repress online expressions (King, Pan, and Roberts 2013), collect information about citizen preferences (Gunitsky 2015), monitor local politicians (Qin, Strömberg, and Wu 2017), distract or guide public opinion (King, Pan, and Roberts 2017), and identify demonstrators and political opponents (Gunitsky 2015; Lynch 2011). Recent scholarship also finds that many regimes, including Russia, Turkey, Egypt, Bahrain, and Syria, employ domestic digital surveillance to monitor citizens (e.g., Gohdes 2014, 91). This article contributes to this literature by emphasizing the information advantages of digital surveillance for dictators to better target repression and decrease costly co-optation. Just as important, the theory and findings highlight that improvements in government information likely induce more repression instead of more policy concessions, as suggested in prior literature (e.g., Gohdes 2015; Miller 2015).

An Informational Theory of Repression and Co-optation in Stable Dictatorships

Dictators rely on repression and co-optation to control citizens excluded from power (Svolik 2012). Repression subdues opposition to the ruling elite by force or violence...
(e.g., Davenport 2007). It is the defining characteristic of all states and is particularly salient in dictatorships. Co-optation, on the other hand, provides benefits to a group of citizens in exchange for political support (e.g., Gandhi and Przeworski 2006). While co-optation often involves using formal institutions such as parties and legislatures to cement enduring commitments to provide benefits to co-opted groups (Gandhi and Przeworski 2006), even dictatorships without strong formal institutions appease popular discontent with policy concessions or material handouts (Kitschelt and Wilkinson 2007). To forestall dissent before coordinated protest manifests, dictators choose the optimal levels of repression and co-optation by weighing the costs and benefits of both.

The Trade-Off between Targeted Repression and Nonexclusive Co-optation

Repression and co-optation can be indiscriminate or targeted, but most of today’s stable, nonrentier dictatorships seldom use indiscriminate repression or targeted co-optation as the main tools for everyday social control. Large-scale, indiscriminate repression can incur international sanctions (Way and Levitsky 2006), lowers economic productivity (Nafziger and Auvinen 2002), causes mass backlash and mobilization (Sullivan 2016), and potentially leads to elite splits (O’Donnell, Schmitter, and Whitehead 1986). For a regime on the brink of collapse, large-scale, indiscriminate repression may be a drastic remedy, but it is not a long-term solution for sustaining a stable dictatorship by dissuading mass mobilization in the first place. Further, indiscriminate repression is less effective than targeted repression in deterring participation, although it requires less information on citizens’ types (Dimitrov and Sassoon 2014). Scholars find that targeted repression against individual opponents and weakening challenger organizations is far more frequently employed as an everyday tool of repression in dictatorships than indiscriminate repression (Ritter and Conrad 2016; Sullivan 2016; Truex 2019).

On the other hand, targeted co-optation is expensive because its cost increases with the number of individuals co-opted, whereas nonexclusive co-optation such as public goods provision is far more efficient for buying mass support (see Bueno de Mesquita and colleagues [2003] selectorate theory building on this intuition). In most of today’s stable dictatorships, citizens’ anti-regime mobilization is low and regime stability is high because the regimes provide the two most basic public goods all citizens value—social stability and broad-based, long-term economic growth, which increase citizen satisfaction with the regime (Magaloni 2006). Therefore, dictators seldom use exclusive co-optation to buy mass support, especially in nonrentier states where governments face resource constraints.

Moreover, targeted co-optation of radicals is less efficient in deterring mobilization than targeted repression because the cost to buy support from radicals can be significantly higher than that to imprison them. Further evidence suggests that selective co-optation is ineffective in preventing protests because the unequal distribution of benefits among citizens intensifies contention and catalyzes collective action (Pan 2015). More importantly, selective co-optation incurs a commitment problem that undermines the effectiveness of this strategy: Dictators can renege on the promised rewards once the mobilization threat is gone, and co-opted opponents may also renege by mobilizing later, ignoring the reward they received (Stokes 2005). This commitment problem intensifies if radicals have strong anti-regime sentiment and thus are likely to renege on their promises. Thus, to deal with radicals, dictators prefer employing targeted repression to targeted co-optation.

This discussion underscores an important scope condition for my theory: recent stable, nonrentier dictatorships where the governments attempt to deter mass mobilization. Given that most dictatorships, most of the time, are relatively stable, my theory has general implications for modern dictatorships.

As nonexclusive co-optation and targeted repression become common practices in recent stable dictatorships, dictators face a trade-off between these two strategies for everyday social control. Ideally, dictators prefer targeted repression to forestall citizen mobilization by identifying radical opponents and then stopping them through harassment, intimidation, or detention (Truex 2019). However, dictators face a vertical information problem that citizens tend to hide their true anti-regime preferences when they feel threatened by the prospect of

---

5 Siegel (2011b) demonstrates that targeted repression is more likely to deter mobilization than random repression. Although social networks and the distribution of preferences influence the relative advantages of targeted repression, it is still better at preventing mobilization than random repression for all levels of repression intensity, and especially at low-intensity levels.

6 Targeted co-optation can be as effective as or more effective than repression when it has a positive spillover effect on insurgents’ social network (Siegel 2011a), but this evidence suggests the spillover effect could be negative.

7 Nonexclusive co-optation is less prone to the commitment problems since it can still buy off honest moderates.

8 Military juntas are less stable, but they have been increasingly rare in the past 30 years (Geddes, Wright, and Frantz 2018).
state repression (Kuran 1991). Due to this information problem, dictators cannot accurately target radicals. Nonexclusive co-optation is most useful when the regime has sufficient geographic, occupational, or racial/ethnic information about a large group of potential opponents to offer public or club goods but does not have accurate individual-level information to distinguish radical from moderate opponents. Because buying support from a moderate is cheaper than buying support from a radical, and public goods are nonexclusive regardless of the number of recipients, the regime gains support from a large number of moderates. Although this strategy does not win over radicals, whose price of support is higher than that for moderates, if protests require coordination between radicals and moderates, nonexclusive co-optation deters moderates from participating, thereby reducing the likelihood of protest mobilization.

Although moderates typically outnumber radicals, the latter remain the primary threat to social order because radicals are more likely to organize a protest, and a protest is more likely to succeed when radicals participate (Oliver and Marwell 1988). Because successful anti-regime protests require coordination between moderates and (particularly) radicals, dictators selectively repress radicals to prevent coordinated protests rather than providing universal welfare to all opponents when the regime has accurate individual-level information about citizens’ types. Thus, when the probability of finding radicals is low, dictators prefer co-optation to repression. In contrast, when the likelihood of finding radicals is sufficiently high, dictators opt for selective repression over nonexclusive co-optation.

**Digital Surveillance, Co-optation, and Repression**

In the past two decades, the development of the Internet and the spread of social media have altered the way of communication, which provides authoritarian governments with new opportunities for surveillance. Citizens transmit information in electronic forms through an Internet infrastructure that can be controlled or interrupted by the government. Digital surveillance technologies, such as spying malware and automated mass-detection systems, are widely used in authoritarian countries (Gohdes 2014). In addition, recent advances in automated text analysis, machine learning techniques, and high-powered computing have reduced the costs of identifying critical users and censoring messages (Edmond 2013). Dictators use these tools to track and analyze online activities, to gauge public opinion, and to contain threats before they spread (Qin, Strömberg, and Wu 2017). Moreover, street surveillance cameras, combined with facial recognition and big data technologies, help dictators identify individual radical opponents and monitor early protests (Liu and Wang 2017). Thus, when information through digital surveillance increases dictators’ probability of detecting radical opponents, dictators will substitute targeted repression for co-optation to preempt anti-regime mobilization. This logic informs the following expectations:

**Repression Hypothesis:**
Government digital surveillance increases targeted, preventive repression in authoritarian regimes.

**Co-optation Hypothesis:**
Government digital surveillance decreases nonexclusive co-optation in authoritarian regimes.9

**Discussion**

My theory focuses on the role of information in shaping authoritarian repression and co-optation. It applies to a majority of today’s stable dictatorships. Even in societies where regime ideology or cultural legacies motivate high-intensity indiscriminate repression (e.g., genocide) against certain religious or ethnic groups, states still rely on surveillance and targeted repression to achieve social control (Blaydes 2018; Dimitrov and Sassoon 2014; Gohdes 2014).

Preventive repression as a result of increased government surveillance might further deter citizens from revealing true preferences, exacerbating the authoritarian information problem in the long run. However, if governments employ less visible, low-intensity repression, citizens will be less likely to hide their regime preferences. Thus, authoritarian governments have an incentive to make repression less visible to prevent backlash and to create uncertainty about their repression targets so as not to exacerbate the information problems in the future.10

Although my theory does not endogenize the adoption of digital surveillance, it is helpful to think about why

9I examine repression and co-optation separately because they are different outcomes of surveillance. Yet, since repression and co-optation are correlated due to the trade-off discussed above, I also use a seemingly unrelated regression (SUR) approach to fit models of repression and co-optation together to allow for correlated errors.

10Although dictators may sometimes make preemptive repression visible to deter potential protesters, there is no need to publicize all cases since acknowledging that many people are protesting against the regime signals regime vulnerability (Gueorguiev 2017). Instead, dictators can make a few representative cases of repression visible for deterrence purpose while hiding their surveillance practice from the public.
digital surveillance arises in the first place. First, dictators may develop digital surveillance to improve repression efficiency as long as its benefits outweigh costs. For example, states with high technology capacity (i.e., lower surveillance costs) may be more likely to engage in digital surveillance. Second, dictators may switch to targeted repression because they cannot afford nonexclusive co-optation or they need to direct the resources toward more productive investments. An economic downturn, an interstate war, a growing threat of social uprising, or emerging sectionalism may force dictators to develop digital surveillance for targeted repression. Further, dictators may adopt digital surveillance to control hard-to-penetrate populations such as religious or ethnic groups. Nevertheless, even if digital surveillance is endogenous to repression, the prediction that digital surveillance increases targeted repression and decreases nonexclusive co-optation still holds. My empirical strategy addresses endogeneity concerns to identify the causal effect of digital surveillance on repression and co-optation.

**Data and Empirical Strategies**

I use a full sample of about 3,000 Chinese counties (and districts) to examine how digital surveillance influences government repression and co-optation. These counties, as analogs to states in the international system, along with the Chinese government’s phase-in digital surveillance programs, allow me to adopt a difference-in-differences (DiD) design to identify the effects of digital surveillance on repression and co-optation. Moreover, the large number of counties allows matching and trajectory-balancing methods to handle potential time-varying confounders that could weaken the DiD estimation.

**Fiscal Arrangements in Chinese Counties**

China is an authoritarian country with a multilevel government incorporating about 3,000 counties/districts (for simplicity, hereafter, I use county to indicate both) nested in prefectures/cities (about 335) and provinces/municipalities (31) under the central government. On average, a county has about 500,000 residents.

I focus on county governments because they are directly responsible for social welfare provision and repression at the local level. Similar to leaders in authoritarian countries, county leaders in China worry about popular uprisings because their career advancements are tied to local stability (Edin 2003). County leaders, therefore, employ co-optation and repression (e.g., providing social welfare and arresting dissidents) to prevent protests. Due to fiscal decentralization, county governments keep a share of the tax income and allocate their budgets without direct central control (Jia, Guo, and Zhang 2014). Scholars have long attributed China’s economic growth to local governments’ fiscal autonomy; see, for instance, Montinola, Qian, and Weingast’s (1995) “federalism, China style” and Oi’s (1995) “entrepreneurial local government.” Further, China’s 1994 tax reform—the famous “Separating Tax System”—further expanded county governments’ expenditure obligations, including support for agricultural production, financing compulsory education, provision of public health services, and management of social security programs (Jia, Guo, and Zhang 2014). In other words, each county has a largely constrained budget (from tax and revenue) to allocate across different categories. If local officials save money from some redistribution obligations, they can spend more on other activities that benefit their political careers, such as large-scale development projects that signal economic and political achievements (Guo 2009). Thus, Chinese county leaders’ career incentives, fiscal responsibilities, and budget constraints are similar to those of state leaders in the international system.

**Measures and Data**

I use county-level public security expenditure and the number of political prisoners as two complementary measures for targeted repression. For investment in nonexclusive co-optation, I use local welfare and public goods expenditure as well as local public goods provision. The data are collected from multiple archives kept in Beijing, Hong Kong, and other cities in China.

**Public Security Expenditure Measure.** Local public security expenditure is the total annual spending of local police forces, procuratorates, and courts. This expenditure, therefore, includes spending on the local government organizations that implement targeted repression: detentions, monitoring, harassments, beatings, and torture of local activists and dissidents. It does not include the spending of high-intensity repressive bodies such as the Armed Police Force and the People’s Liberation Army, which the central government and provincial governments fund. Moreover, foreign observers have long used local security spending as an indicator for domestic repression in China (e.g., Martina 2014); archival evidence suggests that the regime invests in local security spending to maintain everyday social stability.

Local public security budgets exclude expenses of the Golden Shield Project, which was mostly funded by the
central government. Though local security expenditure may also be used to fight crime, scholars find that Chinese security agents are better trained and equipped to control protests than to combat crimes (Scoggins 2018). Thus, the local public security expenditure is a reasonable proxy for targeted repression. See Appendix A.1 in the supporting information (SI) for details about this measure.

**Political Prisoners Measure.** While security spending measures investment in repressive capacity, which closely hews to the theoretical expectations, it does not measure actual repression. Therefore, I use the number of political prisoners as a complement to the spending measure.

The political prisoner data draw on information contained in the Congressional-Executive Commission on China’s Political Prisoner Database (CECC-PPD). The CECC lists individuals who have been detained or imprisoned in China for noncriminal reasons. Human rights organizations, such as Human Rights in China, the Network of Chinese Human Rights Defenders, Human Rights Watch, and the Dui Hua Foundation, compile lists of the prisoners’ names and dates of incarceration. Several recent studies employ this political prisoner data to measure preventive repression (e.g., Gueorguiev 2017; Truex 2019). Data on detentions are available starting in 1981, but poor data quality during the early years, when entries were recorded retrospectively, makes them unsuitable for analysis. In addition, I use the second-phase Golden Shield Project to examine these prisoner data. Considering that the first-phase Golden Shield Project (completed in 2005) could contaminate the effect of the second-phase project, I then exclude all entries prior to 2006. After excluding entries with missing information, 4,531 (out of 5,007) detentions remain between 2006 and 2017. Among them, 82% of arrests were related to political crimes such as association, speech, and the spread of information—precisely the types of actions that facilitate protest coordination. Unlike combating crime, which is loosely organized, controlling social unrest is well disciplined in China with specific government protocols (Scoggins 2018), making prisoner data a comparable measure of targeted repression across different localities.

I generate a measure of local repression by aggregating every prisoner’s time and location of detention (complemented by location of residence) in each county-year unit. This yields a 12-year panel for about 2,860 county-level units between 2006 and 2017. On average, each county arrested about 1.52 activists during the time period (the maximum is 256 and the minimum is 0).\(^{11}\) See SI Appendix A.2 for details about this measure.

**Discussion of Repression Measures.** Both measures of targeted repression have their drawbacks: Security spending includes all expenses of local security bodies; the prisoner data have missingness. Nevertheless, using both measures together mitigates the drawbacks of each. Moreover, whereas the prisoner data may have reporting biases because some regions are more heavily repressed traditionally, the difference-in-differences design exploits temporal variation within counties rather than cross-sectional variation, mitigating bias from spatial missingness.

**Co-optation Measures.** I use local welfare expenditure—the total expense of subsistence allowances, pensions, endowments, and medical and unemployment insurance policies—as a measure of investment in co-optation. This measure is a reasonable proxy for co-optation because scholars find that welfare policies in authoritarian countries effectively co-opt groups of people who pose a high risk to regime stability (Knutsen and Rasmussen 2018). I also use the expenditures and quantities of local public goods, such as the numbers of welfare centers and beds and the numbers of students in elementary and middle schools, as measures of co-optation. Note that I include agriculture production as a proxy for government spending on agriculture because this spending is a local government obligation. These measures of local public goods therefore capture the nonexclusive nature of co-optation.

**Data Sources.** I construct two data sets for these measures. First, I compile an original panel of county-level annual fiscal data using multiple sources. The 1994 – 2007 county-level public security, welfare, education, and agriculture expenditures come from the Fiscal Statistical Yearbook of Chinese Cities and Counties from 1995 to 2008.\(^{12}\) Data on other covariates such as population and gross domestic product (GDP) come partly from the China County Socio-Economic Statistical Yearbook. The final data set contains about 2,860 counties from 1994 to 2007, roughly 36,180 observations. Second, I matched the 2006–17 county-level political prisoner data with the socioeconomic and public goods data from the China County Socio-Economic Statistical Yearbooks.\(^{13}\) Summary statistics of these two data sets are reported in SI Appendix A.3.

---

\(^{11}\)I address the concern of underreporting in SI Appendix B.6.

\(^{12}\)The national fiscal yearbooks are only available by 2008 with data by 2007.

\(^{13}\)The socioeconomic yearbooks contain no data for city districts—the same administrative-level units as counties. I address this missing data problem in SI Appendix B.2.
The Golden Shield Project

My main empirical strategies rely on difference-in-differences comparisons that exploit local temporal variation in the implementations of a surveillance system—the Golden Shield Project (GSP). In 1998, the Ministry of Public Security initiated the GSP, a domestic surveillance and filtering system that integrates online government databases with an all-encompassing surveillance network (Walton 2001). This project was constructed through several phases.

The first phase of the project, completed in 2005, mainly built population databases, ID tracking systems, and Internet surveillance tools. A local GSP platform includes a local population database that records residents’ photo, ID number, address, household composition, and other basic information; further, it connects to a network of population databases nationwide. This local-level database also communicates with a database for high-priority monitoring and control (重点管控户口) that records residents who potentially threaten social and regime stability. Based on these two population databases, the platform further integrates several surveillance programs or tools. In addition, the system has ID scanning and tracking terminals installed in hotels, Internet cafés, train stations, bus terminals, airports, and train and air ticket offices. These tracking systems allow local police to track local and migrant populations, especially the population for high-priority monitoring and control. For example, once a blacklisted petitioner books a bus, train, or flight ticket to the province capital or Beijing, the system automatically notifies the local police bureau, and then the bureau will send officers to stop the petitioner.14

Moreover, the local GSP platform incorporates Internet surveillance modules that monitor important websites, online forums, and social media. Based on keywords searching software, these modules automatically discover and record public sentiments, and then report signs of social instability to local police (Du 2013). There are also Internet control modules that can conduct remote attacks (e.g., denial-of-service attacks) to disrupt websites, fabricate posts in threads, and guide online discussions (Du 2013). Combining IP address tracking with population databases enables the police to identify individuals who post sensitive information and track their location.

In the late 2000s, the Ministry of Public Security started the second phase of the GSP by integrating street surveillance cameras into the system. The ministry initiated a series of projects, including the 3111 Initiative.15 With recently developed artificial intelligence and facial recognition technologies, the surveillance camera system identifies individuals in real time (Liu and Wang 2017).

Abundant anecdotal evidence suggests that the GSP facilitates preventive repression. For example, two famous lawsuits filed by Chinese political prisoners against Cisco reveal that the GSP, equipped with Cisco networking hardware, can detect, identify, and track political dissidents, who were later imprisoned by police (Moses 2011). There are also many individuals monitored and detained for their online political writings.16

Empirical Specifications

Based on the local implementation of the GSP, I employ two main estimation strategies to analyze the effect of digital surveillance on local repression: a difference-in-differences (DiD) approach that compares differential changes in repression before and after the completion of this project, and a lagged dependent variable estimation that addresses endogeneity concerns that arise if past repression influences the timing of implementation of local GSPs in different cross-section units. Because different data sets cover different time ranges, I use the implementations of the first-phase GSP (2005) as an identification strategy for the expenditure data set and the second phase (3111 Initiative, three waves) for the prisoner data set.

I also use the same DiD specifications to estimate the effect of digital surveillance on government co-optation. Because measures of co-optation and repression are different budget expenditures, which are correlated with each other given local government budget constraints, I also use seemingly unrelated regression (SUR) models to fit specifications with different budget expenditures together that allows errors to be correlated across equations.

**Difference-in-Differences Design.** I first use a difference-in-differences approach that compares changes in outcome $Y_{it}$ in places with and without completed Golden Shield systems:

$$Y_{it} = \alpha_t + \beta_t D_{it} + \tau_t time_t$$
$$+ \gamma_i + \lambda_t + X_{it}' \Psi_i + \epsilon_{it},$$

(1)

where $Y_{it}$ can be county $i$’s repression or co-optation at year $t$; $\gamma_i$ and $\lambda_t$ are county and year fixed effect dummies; $D_{it}$ identifies Golden Shield systems; and $time_t$ measures the time since the completion of Golden Shield systems in the county.

---

14 Interview with a subdistrict office director in Sichuan Province in June 2015.

15 Other projects include the Safe Cities project, the Skynet project, and the Rural Sharp Eyes project.

16 See China’s Political Prisoner Database by the Congressional-Executive Commission on China at https://www.cecc.gov/resources/political-prisoner-database.
$X'_{it}$ is a set of time-varying county-level controls, and $\epsilon_{it}$ is the error term. The term $time_t$ is a dummy variable indicating the period that the local GSP system has been completed. $D_{it}$ is an indicator variable that is one if county $i$ has a completed system at year $t$ and zero otherwise. I am interested in estimating $\rho_1$, the DiD estimate.\(^{17}\)

This DiD model estimates the over-time changes in control and treatment groups and then takes the difference of the two over-time differences. With exogenous controls $X_{it}$, the key identification assumption is $E(\epsilon_{it}|\gamma_t, \lambda_t) = 0$. That is, a county with a completed GSP system should have to maintain the same difference as a county without a completed system had the former not completed the system. In other words, there are underlying parallel trends on the outcomes between the two groups.

Note that I define treatment and time differently for the two data sets because they span different phases of the Golden Shield Project, as in the following:

**Golden Shield First Phase.** The expenditure data set covers the period from 1994 to 2007. I use the first phase of the GSP as an identification strategy. The GSP was initialized in 1998 and began operation in 2003. The first phase of this project, including the population databases and most of the ID tracking systems, was completed in 2005.\(^{18}\) Some counties were even equipped with an Internet surveillance system by 2005. In 2006, the Ministry of Public Security awarded about 40 prefectoral-level Bureaus of Public Security for their excellent work in completing the first phase of this project, which suggests that these 40 prefectures had finished the first-phase surveillance systems by 2005, whereas the other 280 prefectures did so only after 2005. The DiD estimator for this data set exploits this temporal variation: $time_t$ is a dummy variable that is equal to 1 after 2005, and $D_{it}$ is an indicator variable that is equal to 1 if county $i$ is located in a prefecture that has completed GS after 2005 and 0 otherwise.

**Golden Shield Second Phase—The 3111 Initiative.** The political prisoner data set covers the period from 2006 to 2017. I use the second phase of the GSP—the City Alarm and Surveillance Camera Pilot Project (3111 Initiative)—as an identification strategy. Since 2006, the Ministry of Public Security and provincial governments have jointly conducted three waves of the 3111 Initiative (Ding 2010). The first wave included four cities (consisting of about 50 county-level administrations), where the systems took effect in 2008. The second wave included 22 cities (consisting of about 130 counties/districts), with the systems completed in 2010. During the last wave, another 470 counties/districts piloted “3111” projects, with completion in 2012 (Li and Hikvision Digital Technology Co. 2015). A total of 660 pilot counties/districts were selected with a relatively even distribution within 31 provinces to demonstrate the surveillance camera systems to all other counties in China. Thus, local security concerns were not a major reason for selecting these counties, which mitigates the endogeneity problem. I also find that past political arrests are not correlated with pilot county selection. The phase-in nature of the 3111 Initiative permits a staggered DiD design with multiple time periods and multiple groups—a stronger identification strategy than a single treatment period DiD. For the political prisoner data set, $D_{it}$ is an indicator variable that is equal to 1 if county $i$ is a 3111 pilot county after the time of completion and 0 otherwise.\(^{19}\)

**Lagged Outcome Variable Design.** The causal identification of the DiD method assumes time-invariant confounders that can be captured by the fixed effects. However, it is possible that repression and surveillance are endogenous. For example, local pressure for repression may directly affect the implementations of local GS systems or the self-selections of the 3111 pilot counties. It is also possible that counties that spend more money on repression tend to spend more on surveillance. To address this endogeneity problem, I use a lagged outcome model to account for pressure for repression or other omitted variables that lead to repression (Angrist and Pischke 2008):

$$Y_{it} = \alpha_2 + \rho_2 D_{it} + \pi_t Y_{i, t-1}$$

$$+ \lambda_t + X'_{it} \Psi_2 + \epsilon_{it}, \text{ } t = 1, \ldots, T, \tag{2}$$

where $Y_{i, t-1}$ refers to the 1-year lagged outcome variable (i.e., repression). For different data sets, the variable $D_{it}$ indicates different counties in different time periods, as mentioned above.

**DiD, Lags, and Trajectory Balancing.** While both DiD and lagged outcome models are solutions of causal inference, each requires relatively strong assumptions for identification that are often hard to justify. Fortunately, Angrist and Pischke (2008) point out an interesting bounding property of these two approaches. They prove that if the DiD model is correct but the analyst

---

\(^{17}\)I use the cluster-bootstrap variance matrix developed by Bertrand, Duflo, and Mullainathan (2004) to adjust for serially correlated standard errors.


\(^{19}\)See SI Appendix A.4 for details about the 3111 Initiative as well as how those pilot counties were selected.
uses a lagged outcome model, this will generate a correlation between the treatment and the lagged outcome that will bias the treatment effect downward. Conversely, if the lagged outcome model generates the data but the analyst estimates a DiD model, the estimated treatment effect will be too large since the unestimated lag parameter will be additive with the treatment effect through the error term. Therefore, we can view the estimates from a DiD model and a lagged outcome model as the upper bound and the lower bound for the causal effect of interest.

Another way to address the endogeneity problem is a recently developed trajectory–balancing approach, which uses kernel balancing to weight control observations to match the treated observations according to the pretreatment trends (i.e., high-order “trajectory”) of outcomes and covariates (Hazlett and Xu 2018). This approach handles time-varying confounders by assuming some time-fixed linear combination of the time-varying confounders. Because pretreatment outcomes contain information on those confounders, balancing control observations with the treated on pretreatment outcomes differences out the time-varying confounders.

**Results**

In this section, I first present the results of surveillance on repression using those two repression measures. I then show that repression substitutes for co-optation after surveillance implementation.

---

**Figure 1 Trends in Security Expenditure, First-Phase Golden Shield Project**

Unweighted Trends  
Trends with Trajectory-Balancing Weighted Control Group

---

**Golden Shield and Local Public Security Expenditure**

My argument posits that digital surveillance increases preventive repression. Figure 1 provides initial evidence from security spending data. The plot in the left panel shows that since 2006, the year that the GSP’s first phase was completed, counties in prefectures with completed surveillance systems have increased local public security expenditure more than counties without completed surveillance systems, especially in 2007. The trends between the two groups are relatively parallel. To mitigate time-varying omitted variable biases, I further use the trajectory-balancing approach to weight the control group. As shown in the right panel, the weighted control group—counties without completed surveillance systems—have almost the same pretreatment trend as that of the treated group, and the treated group has had a larger increase in security expenditure since 2006.

Table 1 presents the estimated results using the unweighted data. Column 1 reports the DiD estimate (GS Completed County), controlling for local total fiscal expenditure, population, and urbanization. Because the first-phase GS systems are completed at the prefecture level, I cluster standard errors by prefectures. The estimated effect is positive, large, and statistically significant, indicating that county governments in prefectures with completed GS systems spent 11.6% more on public security than counties in prefectures with uncompleted GS systems after 2005.

Column 2 reports the results of the lagged dependent variable (DV) model using the unweighted data; the
### Table 1 First-Phase Golden Shield Project and Public Security Expenditure

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th></th>
<th></th>
<th></th>
<th></th>
<th></th>
<th></th>
<th></th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>Golden Shield × Time</td>
<td>0.116***</td>
<td>0.036**</td>
<td>0.100***</td>
<td>0.030**</td>
<td>0.128***</td>
<td>0.034**</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>(0.029)</td>
<td>(0.014)</td>
<td>(0.030)</td>
<td>(0.012)</td>
<td>(0.037)</td>
<td>(0.014)</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Time: Post-2005</td>
<td>0.784***</td>
<td>0.039***</td>
<td>0.552***</td>
<td>0.013</td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>(0.083)</td>
<td>(0.021)</td>
<td>(0.102)</td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Lagged DV</td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td>0.754***</td>
<td>0.773***</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td>(0.012)</td>
<td>(0.017)</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Expenditure (Log)</td>
<td>0.638***</td>
<td>0.263***</td>
<td>0.570***</td>
<td>0.237***</td>
<td>0.531***</td>
<td>0.223***</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>(0.036)</td>
<td>(0.013)</td>
<td>(0.049)</td>
<td>(0.015)</td>
<td>(0.032)</td>
<td>(0.015)</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Population (Log)</td>
<td>0.043</td>
<td>−0.010*</td>
<td>0.045</td>
<td>−0.015***</td>
<td>0.045</td>
<td>−0.002</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>(0.029)</td>
<td>(0.005)</td>
<td>(0.040)</td>
<td>(0.006)</td>
<td>(0.030)</td>
<td>(0.006)</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Urbanization Ratio</td>
<td>−0.006</td>
<td>0.046***</td>
<td>−0.002</td>
<td>0.041***</td>
<td>−0.001</td>
<td>0.062***</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>(0.013)</td>
<td>(0.010)</td>
<td>(0.016)</td>
<td>(0.010)</td>
<td>(0.013)</td>
<td>(0.012)</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>GDP (Log)</td>
<td>0.002</td>
<td>0.011***</td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td>0.149***</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>(0.006)</td>
<td>(0.004)</td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td>(0.053)</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Admin. Exp. (Log)</td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td>0.047**</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>County Fixed Effects</td>
<td>Yes</td>
<td>No</td>
<td>Yes</td>
<td>No</td>
<td>Yes</td>
<td>No</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Year Fixed Effects</td>
<td>Yes</td>
<td>Yes</td>
<td>Yes</td>
<td>Yes</td>
<td>Yes</td>
<td>Yes</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Constant</td>
<td>0.121</td>
<td>−0.590***</td>
<td>1.363***</td>
<td>−0.741***</td>
<td>0.000</td>
<td>−0.771***</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>(0.310)</td>
<td>(0.075)</td>
<td>(0.488)</td>
<td>(0.079)</td>
<td>(0.407)</td>
<td>(0.103)</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Observations</td>
<td>34,757</td>
<td>31,632</td>
<td>25,340</td>
<td>24,827</td>
<td>27,329</td>
<td>24,489</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>R-squared</td>
<td>0.889</td>
<td>0.953</td>
<td>0.826</td>
<td>0.948</td>
<td>0.858</td>
<td>0.948</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>N of Counties</td>
<td>2,745</td>
<td>2,731</td>
<td>2,731</td>
<td>2,742</td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

Note: The dependent variable, Security, is log-transformed. Robust standard errors are clustered by prefectures. The numbers of observations are different between fixed effects models and lagged DV models because the lags automatically drop observations in the first year. SI Table B.4 shows that the results remain similar and robust when matching the sample of the fixed effects models with that of the lagged DV models.

### 3111 Initiative and Political Prisoners

Figure 2 plots the number of political prisoners between the last wave of the “3111” counties and the never-treated counties before and after 2012. Pilot counties with completed surveillance camera systems have a sharper increase in the number of prisoners than nonpilot counties. Figure 2 also shows that the presurveillance trends between these two groups of counties are almost identical, which gives us more confidence to interpret DiD results as causal because it suggests common repression. Given that China’s internal security spending was larger than the army’s budget in 2011, a 4–12% increase in security spending is substantial. I also conduct a DiD falsification test based on the weighted data and find no pretrend difference (SI Appendix B.5).
underlying trends between these two groups in the absence of the 3111 Initiative.

Column 1 in Table 2 reports the DiD estimates from Equation (1), with standard errors clustered on counties because the 3111 Initiative uses counties as pilot project units. The result indicates that pilot counties with advanced surveillance camera systems arrest 0.1 more political activists than nonpilot counties. Given that the average number of prisoners per county-year is 0.13, political prisoners almost double in surveillance pilot counties relative to nonpilot counties. Column 2 reports the lagged DV model estimate from Equation (2). The result is also substantial and statistically significant. A DiD falsification test finds no pretrend difference between these two groups (SI Appendix B.5).

The Tibet and Xinjiang autonomous regions rely more heavily on repression than other provinces due to ethnic tensions and secession. In addition, petitioners and protesters are more likely to gather in Beijing, China's political center, and therefore preventive repression is more intensive there. It is possible that the positive results are driven by outlier counties in Beijing, Tibet, and Xinjiang. The prisoner data also show that governments in these three regions arrest disproportionally more activists than governments in other areas. To address this concern, I replicate the analyses using a subsample that excludes counties from those three provinces. As shown in columns 3 and 4, the results remain large and statistically significant.

Note that the average numbers of political prisoners in 3111 pilot and nonpilot counties converge in 2017, possibly suggesting that local governments may have arrested most dissidents so that extensive imprisonment is no longer necessary. It is also possible that citizens have learned to hide from government surveillance. Unfortunately, the data do not allow me to test these possibilities. Nevertheless, the evidence suggests that digital surveillance is effective for at least 4 years.

### Surveillance and the Repression-Co-optation Trade-Off

Scholars argue that Internet and social media surveillance enable authoritarian governments to collect accurate information on mass opinion and to tailor policies accordingly (Gunitsky 2015). Although the Chinese government may use the information to adjust policy, this practice does not preclude the government from employing surveillance to identify political opponents. If, however, surveillance is primarily a tool to inform policy, we could expect surveillance to increase welfare spending in areas of potential unrest. In contrast, my theory suggests that surveillance for identifying individual opponents should result in more repression and less redistribution because the former is a more cost-efficient way to maintain social stability.

To test this trade-off, I examine how surveillance influences redistribution and security expenditures together using seemingly unrelated regression models with a DiD setup. I use levels of expenditure rather than log scales to compare spending in different categories. Table 3 shows large, negative, and statistically significant effects of surveillance on welfare and agriculture spending. Further, I examine how the 3111 Initiative influences local public goods provision. Table 4 shows that most of the effects are negative, and the effect on the number of beds in hospitals, and agriculture products are large, negative, and statistically significant (2.4–12 percentage decreases). Overall, these results suggest that surveillance decreases nonexclusive co-optation. Note that the negative effects do not mean an absolute reduction in public goods and welfare provision. Instead, these DiD estimates indicate that welfare spending and public goods have smaller increases in surveillance counties than in nonsurveillance counties.

22The results are robust to clustering on prefectures.

23The models do not include socioeconomic controls because city districts’ (more than one-third of county-level units) controls are missing. Nevertheless, the results are robust with controls based on a subsample excluding city districts (SI Appendix B.2). In addition, I use fixed effects negative binomial models, negative binomial models, and zero inflated negative binomial models to address the discrete and nonnegative values of the prisoner variable. The results remain robust to all model specifications. See SI Appendix B.2 for details.

24See SI Table B.5 for estimation in log scales.
Alternative Mechanisms

One concern is that digital surveillance lowers the thresholds of what dictators perceive to be radical opponents to include individuals’ browsing preferences. This means increased repression might result from “redefining” radicals instead of detecting radicals. However, information on the prisoners arrested for their online activities in the CECC-PPD database suggests that most of them used the Internet as a platform for anti-regime mobilization, indicating they are likely radical regime opponents. I further exclude all Internet-related arrests (about 10.6%)
Table 4 The 3111 Initiative (Second-Phase GSP) and Public Goods Provision

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th></th>
<th>Welfare</th>
<th>Education</th>
<th>Agriculture</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>1 (1)</td>
<td>2 (2)</td>
<td>3 (3)</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Welfare Centers</td>
<td>0.006</td>
<td>-0.004</td>
<td>-0.024**</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Welfare Beds</td>
<td>(0.024)</td>
<td>(0.033)</td>
<td>(0.012)</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Hospital Beds</td>
<td>-0.063</td>
<td>0.004</td>
<td>0.024</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>(Log)</td>
<td>(0.081)</td>
<td>(0.064)</td>
<td>(0.023)</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Population (Log)</td>
<td>0.140*</td>
<td>0.312**</td>
<td>0.309***</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>(0.076)</td>
<td>(0.125)</td>
<td>(0.072)</td>
<td>(0.081)</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>1st Industry (Log)</td>
<td>0.041</td>
<td>0.117**</td>
<td>-0.013</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>(0.042)</td>
<td>(0.054)</td>
<td>(0.020)</td>
<td>(0.021)</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>2nd Industry (Log)</td>
<td>0.065**</td>
<td>0.072**</td>
<td>0.036***</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>(0.027)</td>
<td>(0.032)</td>
<td>(0.010)</td>
<td>(0.009)</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Fiscal Bgt. (Log)</td>
<td>0.036</td>
<td>0.114***</td>
<td>0.055***</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>(0.027)</td>
<td>(0.038)</td>
<td>(0.014)</td>
<td>(0.010)</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>County Fixed Effects</td>
<td>Yes</td>
<td>Yes</td>
<td>Yes</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Year Fixed Effects</td>
<td>Yes</td>
<td>Yes</td>
<td>Yes</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Constant</td>
<td>0.649</td>
<td>1.129</td>
<td>4.284***</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>(0.912)</td>
<td>(1.064)</td>
<td>(0.378)</td>
<td>(0.400)</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Observations</td>
<td>19,474</td>
<td>19,447</td>
<td>20,065</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>R-squared</td>
<td>0.018</td>
<td>0.351</td>
<td>0.613</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>N of Counties</td>
<td>2,081</td>
<td>2,081</td>
<td>2,086</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

Note: The dependent variables are log-transformed. Two-way fixed effects models are used. Robust standard errors are clustered by counties. **p < .01, *p < .05, *p < .1.

from the sample. The results remain large and statistically significant at the .01 level (see SI Appendix B.6 for details).

If surveillance allows the government to more efficiently govern by improving redistribution accuracy and monitoring local officials, then increased surveillance should mean a fixed amount of government spending on local public goods will yield more gains in citizen welfare and more gains in social stability. Thus, while surveillance may allow the government to substitute repression for (costly) local public goods provision, a decline in spending on public goods provision could simply be the result of more efficient governance brought about by increased surveillance. However, we can rule out this mechanism for several reasons. First, my empirical strategy is based on the Golden Shield Project that is designed for police departments to monitor citizens. It is unlikely that this surveillance system improves government efficiency in delivering public goods. Second, the 3111 Initiative (the second phase of the GSP) is designed to install street camera systems in cities. It is unlikely that city camera systems improve redistribution accuracy in rural areas and thus influence agricultural production (Table 4, columns 6, 7, and 8).

A reduction in welfare spending after surveillance might also result from local government budget constraints: They spend more money on repression, with less left for redistribution. However, if this were the case, we would observe an accounting balance between increases in repression spending and decreases in co-optation. As shown in Table 3, the reduced co-optation spending is about 60% larger than the increased security spending, suggesting that the trade-off between repression and co-optation is unlikely to stem from local governments’ accounting balance. A final concern is that increased surveillance might better inform a government strategy of individual-level targeted benefits, which might influence welfare expenditure. Though I cannot rule out this possibility, the increased political arrests with surveillance suggest that governments use more targeted repression.
Conclusion

Today, roughly half of the world’s population lives under some form of nondemocratic government. Although social scientists, policy makers, and human rights advocates celebrated the dawn of the Internet era in the hopes that better communication technology would become a powerful tool to ensure and encourage freedom and democracy (Diamond 2010), we have not observed widespread authoritarian collapse in the two decades since the advent of this era. In this article, I argue that digital surveillance empowers dictators by resolving their information problem in identifying radical opponents and enabling them to substitute preventive repression for co-optation to prevent social unrest. The evidence from analyzing the effects of the Golden Shield Project on Chinese subnational governments’ repression and co-optation is consistent with this theory.

The findings of this article are based on the practices of surveillance and repression conducted by the police in a non-electoral dictatorship, but the theory developed here is generalizable to other types of surveillance and repression as well as to electoral autocracies. For example, in 2004, the Hugo Chávez regime in Venezuela was able to identify several million voters who had attempted to remove him from office. The regime then used a user-friendly software program known as Maisanta to distribute the list throughout the government bureaucracy for punishment. Scholars find that voters who were identified as Chávez opponents experienced a 5% drop in earnings and a 1.3 percentage point drop in employment rates after the voter list was released (Hsieh et al. 2011). This case suggests that dictators have many ways to surveil and repress opponents, and surveillance can be effective when it is used to collect individual-level information on citizens’ political preferences during elections.

The theory and findings in this article have several implications for explaining authoritarian survival in the digital age. First, digital surveillance helps dictators repress radical opponents to forestall large-scale, social protests that might threaten their survival. Second, contemporary dictatorships seldom employ large-scale, in-person surveillance (e.g., Stasi in East Germany) to control society due to its detrimental effects on social trust and economic growth (Blaydes 2018) as well as the costs and risks of creating and managing a large bureaucracy composed of human agents who may threaten the dictator’s survival. Digital surveillance relies less on human agents and can more easily be disguised. The reduced social and political costs facilitate using surveillance to control society in dictatorships. Moreover, surveillance enables dictators to use preventive repression to address threats before overt mass protests mobilize, which reduces the necessity to engage in reactive, often more violent, state-led repression (see Greitens [2016] for a similar argument). As a consequence, surveillance likely reduces dictators’ reliance on military or paramilitary forces for retaining power and therefore lowers the risk of military takeover. Future research in these directions is worth exploration.
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25Digital surveillance is quicker and more comprehensive than human agent-based surveillance and thus may be more accurate if human agents are subjective or even malicious against “innocent” people.
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